The role of context in recognizing a person's affect is being increasingly studied. In particular, context arising from the presence of multi-modal information such as faces, speech and head pose has been used in recent studies to recognize facial expressions. In most approaches, the modalities are independently considered and the effect of one modality on the other, which we call inter-modal influence (e.g. speech or head pose modifying the facial appearance) is not modeled. In this paper, we describe a system that utilizes context from the presence of such inter-modal influences to recognize facial expressions. To do so, we use 2-D contextual masks which are activated within the facial expression recognition pipeline depending on the prevailing context. We also describe a framework called the Context Engine. The Context Engine offers a scalable mechanism for extending the current system to address additional modes of context that may arise during human-machine interactions. Results on standard data sets demonstrate the utility of modeling inter-modal contextual effects in recognizing facial expressions.
INTRODUCTION
With growing prevalence of mobile devices and natural user interfaces, there is a need for applications that monitor and help understand the user's affective state (such as anger, sadness, happiness, etc.). Such user-aware applications provide a better scope for adapting and shaping the overall interaction experience into an engaging and enjoyable one. Among the methods to understand the affective state, facial expression recognition has been the dominant choice. Depending on the application domain, many varieties of facial appearances are encountered. For example, faces can occupy a relatively high percentage of screen area for mobile device applications while in human-robot interaction, they may be smaller due to the distance of the person from the cameras on the robot. There are numerous other factors such as lighting and changing head pose that need to be addressed while determining facial expressions.
In general, facial expressions are influenced by the overall context which typically operates in a top-down fashion [3] [5] . In real-life situations, there are many categories of context that determine affect such as physical,sensory,multi-modal, cultural and temporal. For example, multi-modal context attempts to capture factors arising from the presence of multiple affect modalities such as speech, body posture and gesture and combinations thereof. Temporal context captures factors emerging from the knowledge of what has happened within a neighborhood of time of affect expression. This could be a sequence of events or incidents which informs the affect interpretation.
Among these categories, we are particularly interested in multi-modal and temporal contexts. This is in light of observations from recent results that context established from multi-modal and temporal information can lead to increased robustness and accuracy beyond considering just a single (usually visual) modality [18] [29] [23] [36] . In the majority of these cases, though, the modalities are considered to be independent sources of information and the effect of one modality on the other, which we call inter-modal influence, is not modeled. In fact, if we examine the basic frameworks for many of the existing multi-modal methods, we see that they consist of directly analyzing multi-modal features which in turn are used to train a classifier [18] [29] [23] . However, certain contexts (e.g. obscuring part of the face with hands, speaking while expressing surprise) may render some or all of the features unreliable. Therefore, it would be certainly beneficial to determine the temporal and spatial reliability of features from a particular modality as the affect unfolds and utilize the information therein to recognize it. As we show in this paper, exploiting even rudimentary knowledge from the inter-modal influence such as type of modality and its onset and duration can provide additional information which can help remove outliers and improve accuracy for facial expression recognition.
Contributions
In this work, we describe a facial expression recognition system which can utilize context arising from the presence of inter-modal information (speech or head pose available along with facial appearance) to determine affect. We adopt a simple but effective strategy based on the modal context: 2-D contextual masks are dynamically applied to facial feature locations influenced by the current context and based on these features, classification is performed. Once the particular context ceases to be active, the corresponding mask ceases to be applied. A more detailed explanation can be found in Section 3 where we describe our system including details of the mask design and its application.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of this strategy in Section 4 with results on a standard multi-modal data-set. In addition, we also show the general effectiveness of our facial expression recognition pipeline over existing methods on a non-multi-modal dataset.
As a second contribution, we also describe the broader framework in which the facial expression recognition is performed. This framework, called the Context Engine(Section 3.1), offers a scalable mechanism to address various modes of context that arise during human-machine interaction.
It must be pointed out that each modality does offer additional information(e.g. pitch, prosody in speech signal) beyond merely its presence or absence at a given moment. While such information can certainly be utilized to improve the recognition performance [12] [18], utilizing such additional information is not the focus of this work. However, our framework does not preclude such a possibility.
RELATED WORK
Researchers have examined the temporal evolution of multimodal features such as head nods [20] , full head pose [24] [16] and speech-based features [15] [23] which can detect a potentially wider range of affective states and establish appropriate context. For a survey of multi-modal approaches, refer to [36] .
The large variety of the methods for facial expression recognition is reflected in the feature extraction component of the pipeline. On one hand, here are facial feature pointbased features such as Active Appearance Models (AAM) [14] and Facial Action Parameters (FAP) [32] . These methods can be used to monitor the shape of the face in fine detail but given the localized and small footprint of the points, they do not work well at all scales (e.g. when the face is situated at a distance from the camera). On the other hand, patchbased features such as Local Binary Patterns provide good facial expression discrimination while being fast to compute and offer reasonable scale invariance [30] . Since our aim is to have the system work in multiple scenarios (close-in faces as well as far away) while maintaining interactive responsiveness, we adopt the LBP features in our work(Section 3.2).
The notion of applying masks to facial features used in our work (see Section 3.4) is partly motivated by studies which have examined the saliency of facial regions for expression recognition [3] . Some of these studies have examined the saliency based on different emotional contexts. For example, [13] had viewers categorize facial expressions while being presented with only the top half or bottom half segments of the face. Their result indicated that some expressions (such as anger) were more recognizable from the top half whereas others (such as disgust) were better recognized from the bottom half. [28] use a data-driven approach, similar to ours, to arrive at precise masks which localize to specific sub-regions of the face. We now briefly describe some of the important components of our overall system. Low-level cues are collected from sensor modalities using the attention system and assigned semantic label(s) using specialized modality-specific Detectors(see Figure 1) . The localized and specialized nature of low-level attentional processing provides speedup while minimizing false positives during the process of assigning semantics. The semantically-labeled cues produced by the Detectors form evidence streams. These are processed within the Context Engine to register the presence of higher-level entities such as people whose state information can be delivered to other modules via context messages.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Visual attention: This module implements a low-level human-like bottom-up visual attentional mechanism [27] . It acts as a filter on the video frames and produces the socalled Regions of Interest (ROIs) -designated areas of the image which are deemed salient according to certain criteria [19] . In the process of generating ROIs, relevant feature maps are generated from incoming video frames. Since our domain of interest involves human interactions, we compute feature maps which extract skin regions. The generated ROIs are processed by select modules among the set of Detectors(E.g.face or limb detectors).
Detectors: The outputs from the visual attention (the ROIs mentioned above) as well as raw sensory streams (such as audio data from microphones) are independent of semantic information. Such outputs are processed by detectors which assign semantics. The video-based ROIs are semantically labeled as faces, limbs, object observations and for auditory data the semantic labeling results in speech observations. Such observations are collected as evidence streams which in turn are used to establish the state of cognitively higher-level entities within the Context Engine(see Section 3.1). We now briefly describe the detector modules used in our system.
Audio module: This module operates on the raw audio signal obtained from a microphone array. After processing, we obtain information about presence of speech (if any) and angular direction of speech utterances relative to the position of the microphone array. This information forms the speech observations that are processed within the Context Engine.
Face module: This module processes ROIs from visual attention as input and produces facial feature information when a face is present within the ROI. This information includes position of the face, location of facial attributes such as mouth corners, eyes as well as head pose (yaw, pitch and roll). Detected faces are examined for presence of facial expressions as well. Details of the facial expression recognition are described in Section 3.2.
Context Engine
The purpose of the Context Engine is to provide a framework to transform incoming observations from Detectors to multiple levels of state inference about the physical environment as well as to provide contextual feedback to external components of the system. The Panoramic Attention Layer (see Figure 2 ) serves as the central container for organizing the different elements of the machine's sensory field and perception. In our system, the major elements are comprised of detectors, track managers and entities. To help establish the material below, we will refer to two types of observations, audio and faces which are produced by the Detector modules. Track Managers: Observations are semantically-labeled outputs from Detectors. Observations are routed into one or more Track Managers depending on their modality type, where they are used to generate tracks. For audio observations, tracks correspond to spatio-temporally evolving 3-D clusters with each cluster corresponding to a sound source. For faces (of which multiple instances can be present in the environment), tracks are maintained with multi-hypothesis tracking using Kalman Filters and global nearest-neighbor clustering [4] [7] . Also, Track Managers can run in parallel and can process observations at different rates.
Entities: Once observations have been assigned to tracks, these can be recruited to form entities such as a person. In a sense, tracks are evidence streams that help reason about the state of entities within the environment. For example, in our implementation, reasoning about a person entity involves evidence from a multi-modal combination of sound and face tracks. In addition, the state inference outputs of the entities can be in turn passed onto other entity types to make higher level inferences. Once the presence of an entity is established, its state information 1 is collected into a context message and sent to modules which make use of such contextual information in a top-down manner (the red arrows in Figures 1 and 2 indicate the flow of context messages). In our case, the context messages contain information about the onset and duration of a speaking person as well as his/her head pose which are utilized within the facial expression recognition framework as described in the next section.
Together, the Context Engine, consisting of the Panoramic Attention Layer and related tracks and entities, allows multimodal information to be processed and analyzed to obtain multiple state inferences at different levels of detail. These inferences can then be used to create contextual messages which in turn trigger appropriate system behaviors.
Facial Expression Recognition
The pipeline for facial recognition processing can be seen in Figure 3 . To begin with, a face detector searches the incoming Regions of Interest from visual attention module for faces [26] .
Normalization: Once the face is located, the 2D locations of the left and right pupils are estimated since these are usually the easiest and most reliably identifiable features in a face. Using pupil locations, the in-plane rotation angle θ of the face is estimated and the face is rotated accordingly, aligning the eyes at θ = 0 o (see Figure 5) . The face is then warped to set the inter-eye distance to 55 pixels and resized to 110 × 150 pixels, omitting the top and bottom of the head in order to reduce the influence of hairstyle and clothing on classification.
For appearance-based methods, it is important to correct and normalize the photometric characteristics of both the training and testing faces since different lighting conditions can severely change the look of facial expressions relative to the training data(where lighting is usually designed to illuminate the face uniformly). To correct for both specularities and shadows, we use homomorphic filtering [22] , which efficiently models local illumination patterns and then eliminates them from the facial image. As Figure 5 the uneven lighting on the person's face is corrected while important structural details are preserved by homomorphic filtering.
Feature Extraction: We use Local Binary Patterns(LBP) as features [30] . To extract these features, the normalized face image is first divided into sub-regions. The feature extraction consists of sequentially comparing each pixel in a sub-region to its spatial neighbors in a circular, clockwise fashion. The sweep of each pixel's neighbors produces a 8-bit binary code which is then converted to decimal (Figure 4) . A histogram of the LBP code occurrences is computed over each sub-region. Finally, each sub-region's histogram is concatenated, forming the face's feature vector. We used a 6×7 sub-regional grid for the face resulting in a 42 × 2 8 = 10752 sized feature for each face. These grids can be viewed in Figure 6 (a). Feature selection and dimensionality reduction: The relatively large feature vector formed by the LBP operation on the face's sub-regions is likely to contain redundant, noisy, or irrelevant features for recognizing facial expressions. Therefore, we select informative features by using the concave minimization (FSV) framework [8] . This method is effective at identifying features that contribute to good generalization performance, while maintaining a significantly smaller set compared to other methods. Through iterative testing, the optimal number of features obtained with the FSV approach results in a reduced feature vector (of length 768). In addition, we also perform Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [6] on the LBP feature set which result in c − 1 features, where c = 7 is the number of expression categories(anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise, neutral). The final feature vector (of length 774) is a concatenation of FSV and LDA features.
Classification: To perform classification, we train a set of binary Support Vector Machine classifiers with a one-versusrest decision strategy to perform multi-class classification [10] . The SVMs were trained with a RBF kernel for which the parameters were determined concurrently using an iterative grid selection technique. The SVM module outputs the identity of the recognized expression, along with an associated classification confidence value.
Temporal Context
Our framework contains two mechanisms to establish temporal context. Firstly, the Face Track Manager (see Figure  2 ) utilizes multi-hypothesis tracking which ensures that the association between faces and people in the dynamic environment is maintained temporally. Concurrently, the Sound TrackManager provides location and utterance-related estimates of people present. This information is packaged into the context message, thus ensuring that the mask application in face Detector module is performed to the correct person(s) speaking among the group present.
The second mechanism to establish temporal context acts on the stream of facial expressions associated with a particular face track. A moving window mode filter (with window size of 5) is applied on the stream to obtain a smoothed estimate of the person's facial expression. 
Localized face masking using context messages
In the course of normal operation, the facial expression recognition proceeds as described previously in Section 3.2. However, facial expressions can occur concurrently with activities that alter the appearance of facial features. Such alterations consequently propagate through the facial expression pipeline. For example, a talking subject's face exhibits typical structural deformations around the mouth area causing misrecognized facial expressions. Therefore, it becomes important to recognize the presence of such context inducing activities and adapt the recognition pipeline to the presence of such activities. To accomplish this, we use context masks.
The presence of context inducing activities such as talking is initially conveyed to Detector modules and in particular, to the Face module as a context message(see Figure 2) . The reception of this message causes a specific, spatial 2-D context mask to be applied during the feature extraction stage. In addition, it also causes a mask-specific classifier to be used further down the pipeline(see Figure 3) . Effectively, the mask ensures that facial recognition estimation is performed using only those facial features that are not affected by the activity (talking in this case). Once the context ceases to be active (e.g. person stops talking), the mask application is stopped and recognition is performed as before using the entire complement of facial features. The construction of these masks for the activities of speaking and head motion is described next.
Speech mask: In order to create the mask, we used the following data-driven procedure: The spatial distribution of the salient, emotion-relevant LBP features for each of the seven expressions (anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise, neutral) using the feature selection procedure explained above was performed on Cohn-Kanade database [21] , producing the saliency maps shown in Figure 6(a) . Since the CohnKanade database does not contain any audio information associated with the expression sequences, we adopted the following method: video sequences of 15 subjects were recorded uttering the sentence -"Quarters, dimes, nickels and bills"-while keeping a neutral facial expression and tone. Using the sequences of these speaking subjects, an average deformation map corresponding to the areas of the face active during speech, called the Speech Deformation Map, was constructed. For this, successive frame differencing was performed on the frames of the video. The resulting difference images contain pixels active from one frame to its next. The number of such pixels were summed for each LBP grid cell and averaged and after thresholding to remove noise, the binary Speech Deformation Map was obtained(second image in Figure 6 Head pitch mask: Due to the limited availability of public databases that contain both parametrized head rotation and varying facial expressions, we created our own database of 30 subjects emoting the seven expressions while pitching their head in an up-down motion. Each subject performed the pitching task 10 times for the pitch values of +45
• and −45
• . We then created saliency maps for each expression and head rotation using the same method outlined previously for the speech mask. The union of the saliency maps across the seven emotions and subsequent head pitch context maps for both rotations are shown in Figure 7 . 
EVALUATION
The performance of the system was evaluated on two public databases, namely the Cohn-Kanade (CK) [21] and the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture (IEMOCAP) [11] . For both databases, we compared the performance of the computer-based system to a manual annotation performed by a group of 30 human evaluators. For each condition, the mean recognition rate (MRR) and confusion matrix(rows representing classification results and columns representing ground truth labels) are presented. For the rest of the section, unmasked refers to using the full set of facial features while masked refers to using only those features made available by the speech or head pose mask during the training and evaluation phases. We now describe the setup for the experiments and the results below.
Results on CK database
As a long standing benchmark for static-image facial expression recognition and given its large subject and sample size, the CK database was used to validate the system's processing pipeline and serve as a baseline performance measure to compare with other methods. We selected 90 subjects 2 from the database emoting one to six expressions in sequences consisting of the subject starting with a neutral expression and ending with the maximum intensity of the target expression. From these sequences, we used only the first (neutral) and last (maximum intensity) frame for training and evaluation.
For the unmasked condition, the MRR of the computer system is 97.6% (with a standard deviation(s.d.) of 3.5%). See Table 1 for the comparitive performance of other methods. In addition, even though the database does not contain speech, we compared the performance of the computer-based system versus the human observers on masked samples to quantify the effect of the loss of visual information. For the CK tests, we performed a 10-fold cross-validation on both masked and unmasked samples independently. For the unmasked condition, the human observer performance was lower compared to the computer-based system with a MRR of 90.1% (s.d. 5.3%). A similar trend was noticed when the mask was applied. For the masked condition, the computerbased system's performance was 83.6% (s.d. 10.4%), while the human observer performance was 72.4% (s.d. 9.3%). The expressions that are affected the most by the masking for both the computer-based system and human observers are fear and sadness (Tables 2 and 3) . Indeed, these two emotions induce less skin deformation than the others and ostensibly contain more useful information in the mouth region [28] .
Method MRR (%) Fiducial face feature tracking [33] 75.8 Eigenspace decomposition [25] 77.5 Hough forest on whole sequences [17] 87.1 Non-rigid deformation estimation [9] 89.1 Optical flow on whole sequences [35] 90.9 Boosted-LBP + SVM [31] 91.4 Facial animation patterns + HMM [2] 93.6 LBP+FSV+LDA+SVM (our method) 97.6 Table 1 : Mean recognition rate using Cohn-Kanade database. Comparison of our method to other methods.
In these static tests, the human observers performed worse than the computer-based system for both conditions. However, the loss of accuracy is considerably larger when the humans are presented with the masked faces. Evidently, for the human observers, the information contained in the mouth region is important for accurate expression recognition. The computer-based system has the advantage of relearning the salient features while training on masked samples, which gives it superior recognition performance.
Expression Anger
Disgust Fear Happy Sad Surprise Neutral Anger 100 (74) 6 (4) 
Results on IEMOCAP database
The IEMOCAP database consists of multi-modal and multispeaker video sequences of actors performing scripted and improvised sessions constructed to elicit facial expressions. We tested the effect of applying the speech context mask to the faces of the IEMOCAP database when speaking was detected. To evaluate the IEMOCAP database, we trained the computer system with the entire CK database. However, as the computer-based system did not use any voice information, the IEMOCAP sequences were muted when presented to the human observers for consistency.
The computer-based system's unmasked performance of 39.7% (s.d. 11.6%) was considerably lower than the human observers' 76.4% (s.d. 7.6%). Compared to CK, this database contains speech which changes the usual appearance of the expression and therefore, the classifier's output is unreliable when the subjects' mouths move. The human observers performed well even though the sequences were muted. It is reasonable to assume that human observers were capable of picking up emotion-related visual cues "betwen the words" uttered by the subjects. For the masked condition, the computer-based system's performance increased substantially to 65.0% (s.d. 8.4%) compared to the unmasked case. Clearly, the speech context mask is beneficial as it removes the visually noisy (non-emotion relevant) mouth movements.
As was the case with the CK database, the human observers performed worser when the mask was applied, resulting in a MRR of 69.3% (s.d. 7.9%). The drop in performance here is noticeably less than with the static CK database as the humans have the advantage of observing the low-level spatio-temporal evolution of the skin deformation, thus integrating much more information to decide on the facial expression. On this note, it is important to point out that the computer-based system does not integrate as much temporal information. Indeed, the temporal mode filter operates only on the high-level raw classification scores.
For both the computer-based system and humans observers, across all conditions, fear was the hardest expression to recognize, while surprise, a full-face expression, was the easiest for the computer-based system (see Tables 4 and 5 ). For the human observers, happy was the best identified expression in the unmasked condition and neutral had the highest score using the masked faces. A similar trend persists when the head pitch context mask is evaluated (Table 6 ). The unmasked mode results in a MRR of 78.6% (s.d. 4.0%), while the masked mode performs better at 86.4% (s.d. 5.1%). For the human observers, it is easier to recognize the emotion on the unmasked faces as seen in Table 7 . They are indeed more accurate than the computer, with a MRR of 89.7% (s.d. 7.3%). This score, however, drops considerably to 73.9% (s.d. 9.4%) when the mask is applied. The drop is likely due to the loss of visual information for the humans. The gains present for the computer-based system in the masked mode is the result of re-learning the salient feature points, as was the case above. 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have shown how to utilize context arising from the presence of inter-modal information (speech or head pose) to determine affect. Our facial expression recognition pipeline achieves good accuracy on the Cohn-Kanade dataset with a mean recognition rate of 97.6%. We build upon this baseline performance by utilizing inter-modal contextual information(speech and head pose) from the Context Engine framework to robustly recognize facial expressions in the multi-modal IEMOCAP database.
In the facial recognition pipeline, homomorphic normalization can be thought of addressing the lighting context to an extent. This, combined with the scale invariance and the suitability of LBP features, ensures that we obtain good baseline performance. Another reason for this performance is the fact that our FSV feature selection does locally optimal feature selection while LDA features operate across classes in a global scale, thereby resulting in a feature vector which captures local as well as global information in a sparse fashion. Moreover, since the mask encodes contextdriven features, it ensures that only the most relevant features are utilized while attempting to recognize facial expressions in the presence of multi-modal contextual information. Thus, we can avoid mistakenly using all features including the noisy and unreliable ones on one extreme or discard all features on the other extreme.
The Context Engine framework is appealing from a design standpoint as well since it abstracts away the details of context generators and helps avoid the dissonant design that results when inter-modal messages are communicated directly to Detectors. In addition, such a design offers mediation mechanisms which can be utilized in frameworks which seek to combine multiple modalities.
In our current implementation, handling a new context requires re-training a new classifier with the appropriate binary mask. One drawback of this approach is that when we seek to handle combinations of contexts (e.g. person talking with head tilted downwards while emoting happiness), it results in a combinatorial increase in the number of classifiers to train. A more scalable alternative would be to have a classification mechanism which can handle weighted features [34] . In this scheme, the weights could indicate feature component reliability as expressed by concurrence of simultaneously active contexts. Alternatively, if each pose context mask is designed to capture local feature variations(e.g. by clustering head poses observed during typical interactions), the number of masks which arise can be greatly reduced.
In this work, the evaluation was performed using publicly available databases. It would be interesting to evaluate using videos "in the wild" such as from TV shows, movie clips and interviews. We expect this to be considerably harder since it requires a greater detail of context than what we currently use. As a step towards utilizing stronger contextual cues, the semantics of recognized speech(e.g. words indicating happiness or anger) can be utilized -existing literature already points to the gains by doing so [18] . It would also enable a more natural comparison between computed-based systems and human observers wherein the full audio information is made available as opposed to specification of onset and end of speech. Adding the ability to handle other commonly known context-inducing cues such as prosody, full 3D head pose and gesture also remain ideas to explore in future.
